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The inherent microstructural disorder strongly influences the mechanical behaviour of het-
erogeneous materials such as concrete and rocks. Tensile and compression tests, in fact,
evidenced a localization of strain and dissipated energy in the post-peak softening branch,
with a consequent scale dependence of the stress–strain response. For this reason, the
well-known Cohesive Crack Model and the recently proposed Overlapping Crack Model are
useful tools for describing the size effects in tension and compression, respectively. In gen-
eral, strain localization, damage and fracture, which are phenomena affecting the failure of
concrete, are not rigorously interpretable in the framework of continuum mechanics. On
the other hand, since the flaw and the aggregate distributions in quasibrittle materials
are often self-similar (i.e. they look the same at different magnification levels), the micro-
structure may be correctly modelled by fractal sets. In this paper, the approach based on
fractal geometry, that has profitably been applied for the tensile behaviour, is applied to
obtain a fractal overlapping law from uniaxial compression tests. According to this
approach, it is assumed that energy dissipation, stress and strain are not defined with
respect to the canonical physical dimensions, though on fractal sets presenting noninteger
physical dimensions. As a consequence, these classical parameters should be substituted
by fractal quantities, which become the true material properties.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The compression behaviour of concrete, and in particular the ultimate strength and the post-peak branch, have a predom-
inant role in the design of concrete and concrete-based structures. Structural design, in fact, is usually conducted by com-
paring an action with a resistance evaluated on the basis of the ultimate strength. On the other hand, the post-peak
behaviour is fundamental for a correct evaluation of the structural ductility, e.g., the ultimate axial deformation of columns
or the rotational capacity of reinforced concrete beams. In this context, the size-scale effects play an important role, since the
characteristic parameters of concrete are measured on specimens at the laboratory scale, that is far from the dimension of a
real structure. The problem of the size-effect on the compression strength was deeply investigated in the literature [1,2],
although it is very difficult to treat this phenomenon, since the strength and the behaviour of concrete highly depend on
friction between concrete surfaces and loading platens, as well as on specimen slenderness [3,4].

The size-effects also influence the post-peak softening branch of the stress–strain diagram. Experimental tests evidenced
that, in the softening regime, ductility (in terms of stress and strain) is a decreasing function of the size-scale and the
slenderness, whereas it increases by increasing the friction [3,5]. The post-peak damage of concrete specimens subjected
to uniaxial compression is characterized by the development of microcracking up to full fragmentation with a subsequent
. All rights reserved.
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reduction of the applied load. Differently from the tensile behaviour, where the failure always takes place with the develop-
ment of a tensile macrocrack independently of the size-scale and slenderness of the specimen, the mechanism leading to
compression failure is not unique. By varying the size-scale and the slenderness, in fact, the actual failure mechanism of
the specimens may vary from pure crushing to diagonal shear and splitting failures. Furthermore, the evaluation of the con-
stitutive parameters is also complicated by some testing aspects, as, for example, the friction between concrete and loading
platens. Based on these remarks, we can conclude that it is impossible to obtain a post-peak stress vs. strain constitutive law
from uniaxial compression tests of concrete.

The stress–strain relationships usually assumed for calculation consider an energy dissipation within a volume and they
are absolutely ineffective in the description of the size-scale effects. On the contrary, a close observation of the stress vs.
post-peak deformation curves shows that a strong localization of deformations occurs in the softening regime, indepen-
dently of the loading system, confirming the earlier results by van Mier [6]. The phenomenon of strain localization in com-
pression, evidenced in many other experimental programmes on concrete and rocks [7–11], suggests that, in the softening
regime, energy dissipation takes place over an internal surface rather than within a volume, in close analogy with the behav-
iour in tension. These two interconnected phenomena may explain the size-scale effects on structural ductility. Based on
these remarks, Carpinteri et al. [12,13] recently proposed the Overlapping Crack Model, in order to model the process of con-
crete crushing using an approach analogous to the Cohesive Crack Model [14,15], which is routinely adopted for modelling the
tensile behaviour of concrete. In tension, the localized displacement is represented by a crack opening, while in compression
it would be represented by a material interpenetration. This new approach, also based on Fracture Mechanics concepts, as-
sumes a stress–displacement law as a material characteristic for the post-peak behaviour of concrete in compression.

It is worth noting that the assumption of an energy dissipation over a surface is an effective idealization of a more com-
plex mechanism characterized by diffused macrocracks after the coalescence of initial microcracks. This means that, globally,
the energy dissipation is a surface-dominated phenomenon. An accurate description of such a reality cannot be done on the
basis of the classical continuum mechanics. In the case of materials with heterogeneous microstructures, as, for example,
concrete and rocks, singularities and inhomogeneities play in fact a fundamental role in the definition of the physical prop-
erties. For this reason, the classical mechanical parameters relying on regularity properties of the medium, as the nominal
stress, the energy dissipation per unit volume and the nominal strain, become meaningless. In this context, Carpinteri
[16,17], Carpinteri and Cornetti [18] and Carpinteri et al. [19,20] proved that fractal geometry [21,22] is a useful tool for giv-
ing a unified explanation to the scale-effects affecting the characteristic parameters of the Cohesive Crack Model. According to
this approach, true scale-invariant material parameters have been obtained by abandoning the classical physical dimensions
to advantage of noninteger ones. In the case of quasibrittle materials, the application of fractal concepts is motivated by the
inherent self-similarity of the aggregate size distribution (see [20,23]). In addition, the hypothesis of damage domain show-
ing noninteger physical dimensions received different experimental confirmations (see, for instance, Carpinteri et al.
[24,25]). Applications of fractal concepts to the compression behaviour of concrete structures have been also proposed to
give theoretical explanations to the size-scale effects on the compression strength [2], as well as on the dissipated energy
density [26–28].

The present paper represents an attempt to obtain a material constitutive law for concrete in compression independent of
the size-scale and slenderness of the specimen, by adopting approaches that are unusual for solid mechanics. Firstly, the
effective applications of the fractal concepts to the tensile behaviour, proposed by Carpinteri et al. [19,20] for obtaining a
scale-independent cohesive law, are reported. Then, the Overlapping Crack Model, which is an important step towards a com-
plete description of the size-scale effects in compression, is presented. Finally, an overlapping fractal law is obtained for con-
crete specimens subjected to compression.
2. Scale-independent (fractal) Cohesive Crack Model

In this section, the results of the fractal analysis of damage domains performed by Carpinteri [16,17], Carpinteri and Cor-
netti [18] and Carpinteri et al. [19,20] in order to obtain a fractal cohesive model independent of the structural size, are sum-
marized. It is well-known that strain and damage localization deeply influences the behaviour of concrete in tension. The
development of a tensile macrocrack in the post-peak softening range, makes the use of Fracture Mechanics necessary in
order to correctly model the actual failure mechanism. In particular, due to the nonlinear behaviour in the process zone,
the Cohesive Crack Model introduced by Hillerborg et al. [14,15] is the most suitable model describing, in a satisfactory
way, the damage localization in concrete and concrete-like structures [29,30]. This model is able to explain size effects in
the case high stress gradients are present, i.e. in the case of tests on pre-notched specimens and specimens subjected to
bending test [31–34]. On the other hand, relevant scale effects are encountered also in uniaxial tension tests (see [35–
37]), where much smaller stress gradients are present. In this case, size effects should be inherent to the material behaviour
rather than to the stress intensification. In particular, the tensile strength exhibits a reduction by increasing the structural
size, whereas the fracture energy and the critical displacement are increasing functions of the structural size. A unified expla-
nation of the scale-effects affecting these physical quantities is based on the fractal geometry approach by Carpinteri et al.
[19,20]. In the case of materials with heterogeneous microstructure (e.g., concrete and rocks), singularities and inhomoge-
neities play a fundamental role in the definition of the physical properties. In these cases, constant values of the mechanical
parameters can be obtained only if the classical physical dimensions are abandoned to advantage of noninteger physical
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dimensions. Several experimental results about the concrete porous microstructure [24,25] led us to believe that stochastic
lacunar fractal sets can be used to consistently model the rarefaction resisting cross-section in correspondence of the critical
load, whereas invasive fractal sets can be used to model the roughness of the fracture surfaces.

Let us assume that the maximum tensile load F is equal to the product of the tensile strength ru times the nominal area
A0 = b2. On the other hand, experimental results about concrete porous microstructure [24] showed that the area of the resis-
tant cross-section is not representative of the whole section, due to the presence of voids and cracks (Fig. 1a). Such an area,
Ares, tends to 0 as the measure resolution tends to infinity. Therefore, the strength should be infinite, which is meaningless.
Finite values of the measure of the set where stress is transferred can be achieved only by assuming a stochastic lacunar frac-
tal set of dimension 2 – dr as a model of the resisting cross-section (of a fractal measure A�res) in correspondence of the critical
load:
F ¼ ruA0 ¼ r�uA�res; ð1Þ
where r�u is the true scale invariant material parameter, whereas the nominal value ru is subjected to a scale effect described
by the following negative power law [16]:
ru � r�ub�dr : ð2Þ
The exponent of the power law, dr, can vary between 0, which corresponds to the homogeneous regime (large scale), and
0.5, which corresponds to the fractal regime (small scale).

A similar argument holds for the fracture energy. The work necessary to break a concrete specimen of cross-section b2 is
equal to the product of the fracture energy GF times the nominal fracture area A0 = b2. On the other hand, we assume that the
surface where energy is dissipated is not the flat cross-section: it is the surface of the aggregates inside the damage band
(Fig. 1c), whose area Adis diverges as the measure resolution tends to infinity. Therefore, the fracture energy should be 0,
which is meaningless. Finite values of the measure of the set where energy is dissipated can be achieved only considering
stochastic invasive fractal sets of dimension 2þ dG as a model of the fracture surface:
W ¼ GFA0 ¼ G�FA�dis; ð3Þ
where G�F is the true invariant material parameter, whereas the nominal value GF is subjected to a scale effect described by
the following positive power law [16]:
GF � G�FbþdG : ð4Þ
Again, the exponent of the power law, dG, can vary between 0, corresponding to the homogeneous regime (large scale), and
0.5, corresponding to the fractal regime (small scale).

Finally, similar remarks can be pointed out with regard to the deformation inside the damage zone. Fractal strain distri-
butions, in fact, are rather common in material science. For instance, in some metals, the so-called slip-lines develop with
typical fractal patterns [38]. Also, fractal shear slip bands develop in highly stressed rock masses [39]. Carpinteri and Cornetti
[18] proposed to represent the damaged band by means of a bar subjected to tension (Fig. 1b), where, at the maximum load,
dilation strain tends to concentrate into different softening regions, while the rest of the body undergoes elastic unloading.
Fig. 1. Fractal localization of stress (a); strain (b); energy dissipation (c).
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For the sake of simplicity, it was assumed that the strain is localized at cross-sections whose projections onto the longitu-
dinal axis are provided by the lacunar fractal Cantor set, whose dimension is 0.6391. The displacement function at rupture
can be represented by a Cantor staircase diagram (Fig. 1b). The strain defined in the classical manner is meaningless in the
singular points, as it diverges. This drawback can be overcome by introducing a fractal strain. Let us indicate with 1 – de the
fractal dimension of the lacunar projection of the damaged sections. According to the fractal measure of the damage projec-
tion, the total elongation wc of the band at rupture is given by the product of the Hausdorff measure [40] of the Cantor set
times the critical fractal strain e�cr, while in the classical continuum theory it equals the product of the length b times the
critical nominal strain ecr:
Fig. 2.
fractal
wt
cr ¼ ecrb ¼ e�crb

ð1�deÞ; ð5Þ
where e�u has the anomalous dimension ½L�de . The critical fractal strain is the true material constant, since it is the only scale-
invariant parameter governing the kinematics of the fractal band, whereas the nominal value wc is subjected to a scale effect
described by a positive power law with exponent 1 – de [19]. The fractional exponent de is intimately related to the degree of
disorder in the mesoscopic damage process, and it can vary between 1, corresponding to the homogeneous regime (large
scale), and 0, corresponding to the fractal regime (small scale).

Finally, it is worth noting that the exponents of the three scaling laws in Eqs. (2), (4), and (5) are not completely indepen-
dent. The following relationship, restricting the maximum degree of disorder, has been obtained by Carpinteri et al. [19]:
dr þ de þ dG ¼ 1: ð6Þ
An experimental confirmation that the fractal mechanical parameters are the true scale-independent material properties
is given in [19,20], where fractal cohesive laws are obtained on the basis of the tensile tests carried out by Carpinteri and
Ferro [35,36] and by van Mier and van Vliet [37]. The stress vs. strain and the stress vs. crack opening displacement of
the former tests are shown, respectively, in Fig. 2b and c. The exponents of the scaling laws for fracture energy and tensile
strength were deduced by fitting the experimental results, and the following values were obtained: dr = 0.14, dG ¼ 0:38.
Relation (6) yields de = 0.48, so that the fractal cohesive laws can be plotted in Fig. 2d. By comparing the diagrams in
Fig. 2c with those in Fig. 2d, we can deduce that the fractal cohesive law is the true scale-independent constitutive law
Tensile tests on dog-bone shaped concrete specimens by Carpinteri and Ferro [36] (a); stress vs. strain relationships (b); cohesive law diagrams (c);
cohesive law diagrams (d).
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for concrete in tension. With regard to the experimental tests by van Mier and van Vliet [37], the r–e and the r–w diagrams
are shown, respectively, in Fig. 3b and c. The fractal exponents were found to be: dr = 0.18, dG ¼ 0:09 and de = 0.73. Once
again, the superposition of the different plots in Fig. 3d denotes the validity of the fractal cohesive model. In particular, it
is worth noting the low scattering of the intersections with the vertical and horizontal axis with respect to the ones in
Fig. 3c. They represent the fractal tensile strength, r�u, and the fractal critical strain, e�cr, while the area subtended by the cohe-
sive law diagrams provides G�F .

3. Overlapping Crack Model

In structural design, the most frequently adopted constitutive laws for concrete in compression describe the material
behaviour in terms of stress and strain (elastic–perfectly plastic, parabolic–perfectly plastic, Sargin’s parabola, etc.). This ap-
proach, which implies an energy dissipation within a volume, does not permit to correctly describe the mechanical behav-
iour by varying the structural size. On the contrary, size-scale effects are due to strain localization within one or more
transversal inclined bands [6–10]. In the last decades, the phenomenon of strain localization in compression has been intro-
duced in some analytical models. Markeset and Hillerborg, for instance, in the Compressive Damage Zone model [41], consid-
ered a strain localization over a specimen length proportional to the depth of the compressed zone, whereas Bažant defined
the extension of the localization zone as a material characteristic length [42]. In this way, the r–e relationships used to de-
scribe the softening regime permit to address the issue of size effects, although they are not material properties. Besides, in
both these models, the length over which the localization occurs becomes a free parameter, usually defined by the best-fit-
ting of experimental data.

Several authors experimentally evidenced that, from a global point of view, without going into the details of the actual
failure mechanism of the specimen, the localized shortening of the specimen at failure may be considered as a material prop-
erty in the post-peak regime [6–10], analogously to the localized elongation assumed for concrete in tension. This evidence
permits to introduce a more general model, where the inelastic deformation due to the damage phenomenon in the post-
peak regime is described by a fictitious interpenetration of the material, while the remaining part of the specimen undergoes
Fig. 3. Tensile tests on dog-bone shaped concrete specimens by van Mier and van Vliet [37] (a); stress vs. strain relationships (b); cohesive law diagrams
(c); fractal cohesive law diagrams (d).
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an elastic unloading. As a result, a double constitutive law for concrete in compression is introduced, in close analogy with
the Cohesive Crack Model: a stress–strain relationship until the compression strength, rc, is achieved (Fig. 4a), and a stress–
displacement (overlapping) relationship describing the concrete crushing (Fig. 4b). The latter law describes how the stress in
the damaged material decreases from its maximum value to 0 as the interpenetration increases from 0 to the critical value
wc

cr. The crushing zone is then represented by a fictitious overlapping, which is mathematically analogous to the fictitious
crack opening in tension. It is important to note that, from the mathematical point of view, the overlapping displacement
is a global quantity, and therefore, it permits to characterize the structural behaviour without the need of modelling into
the details the actual failure mechanism of the specimen, which may vary from pure crushing to diagonal shear failure,
to splitting, depending on its size-scale and slenderness [43].

The area below the stress–overlapping displacement curve of Fig. 4b represents the crushing energy, GC . Such parameter
is now a true material property, since it is not affected by the structural size. Dahl and Brincker [7] carried out a series of
uniaxial compression tests with the aim of measuring the dissipated energy per unit cross-sectional area, obtaining values
of about 50 N/mm. An empirical formulation for calculating the crushing energy has recently been proposed by Suzuki et al.
[10] based on the results of uniaxial compression tests carried out on plain and transversally reinforced concrete specimens.
According to their empirical equation, by varying the concrete compression strength from 20 to 90 MPa, the crushing energy
ranges from 30 to 58 N/mm. It is worth noting that GC is between two and three orders of magnitude higher than the tensile
fracture energy, GF , whereas the critical value for the overlapping displacement, wc

cr � 1 mm, is one order of magnitude high-
er than the critical opening displacement in tension (see also the experimental results by Jansen and Shah [9]).

The Overlapping Crack Model approach, in which the post-peak stress–displacement relationship is considered as a mate-
rial constitutive law, was experimentally confirmed by van Vliet and van Mier [8] and by Jansen and Shah [9], who consid-
ered specimens with different slenderness. In addition, the proposed model is more general, since it can be extended to
specimens characterized by different sizes. To prove it, we consider the uniaxial compression tests carried out by Ferrara
and Gobbi [5] on plain concrete specimens. The slenderness was varied as 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0, while the scale-range was
1:2:4 (Fig. 5a). In this analysis, the data of the specimens with slenderness equal to 2.0 are not considered, since they exhib-
ited a splitting failure, that is a mechanism completely different from the crushing failure for what concerns energy dissipa-
tion and cracking pattern. The nondimensional experimental stress vs. average strain curves are shown in Fig. 5b, where S, M
and L identify the three considered dimensions. As we expect, the elastic behaviour is independent of any geometrical
parameter, being the slope of the corresponding branch equal to the tangent elastic modulus of the material (Fig. 5b). On
the contrary, the post-peak behaviour is largely influenced by the slenderness and the scale of the specimen. As a conse-
quence, the stress–strain relationship cannot be assumed as a material characteristic. Completely different remarks may
be done with reference to the overlapping laws. The post-peak r–w relationships are computed from the r–e curves in
the following way:

(1) the relationship between stress and total shortening of the specimen, r–d, is obtained by multiplying the strain e by
the length of the specimen;

(2) the r–w relationship is obtained from the r–d diagram by subtracting the elastic elongation, caused by the reduction
of the applied stress in the post-peak regime, del, and the pre-peak plastic deformation, dpl, as shown in Fig. 6. The
value of the displacement del is easily given by the following expression:
del ¼
r
Eci

l; ð7Þ
where r is the actual compression stress, Eci is the tangent modulus and l is the specimen length.

As a result of such operation, the experimental stress–displacement curves shown in Fig. 5c, related to specimens with
different size or slenderness, collapse onto a very narrow band, demonstrating that the r–w relationship is able to provide
a slenderness and size-scale independent constitutive law for concrete in compression.
Fig. 4. Overlapping Crack Model: pre-peak stress–strain curve (a); post-peak stress–overlapping displacement law (b).



Fig. 5. Compression tests on concrete specimens by Ferrara and Gobbi [5] (a); stress vs. strain relationships (b); overlapping law diagrams (c); fractal
overlapping law diagrams (d).

Fig. 6. Estimation of the localized interpenetration, wc, from the total shortening of the specimen, d.
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4. Uniaxial compression tests

According to the Overlapping Crack Model, the mechanical behaviour of a plain concrete specimen subjected to uniaxial
compression can be described by three simplified stages.

(1) The specimen behaves elastically without any damage or localization zones, Fig. 7b. In the case a linear-elastic stress–
strain constitutive law is assumed for describing the undamaged material, the displacement of the upper side is:
d ¼ el ¼ r
E

l; for e 6 ec ð8Þ



Fig. 7. Subsequent stages in the deformation history of a specimen in compression.
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(2) After reaching the ultimate compression strength rc, the deformation starts to localize in a crushing band. The behav-
iour of this zone is described by the following linear softening law:
r ¼ rc 1� wc

wc
cr

� �
; ð9Þ
whereas the remaining part of the specimen behaves elastically, Fig. 7c. The displacement of the upper side can be computed
as the sum of the elastic deformation and the interpenetration displacement wc:
d ¼ r
E

lþwc; for wc
6 wc

cr ð10Þ
Introducing the softening law of Eq. (9) into Eq. (10), we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between d and r:
d ¼ r
E

lþwc
cr 1� r

rc

� �
; for wc

6 wc
cr: ð11Þ
While the crushing zone overlaps, the elastic zone expands at progressively decreasing stresses. At this stage, the loading
process is stable if it is displacement-controlled. However, this is only a necessary and not sufficient condition for stability.

(3) When d P wc
cr, the material in the crushing zone is completely damaged and it is unable to transfer stresses, Fig. 7d.

The compression stresses vanish and the condition of complete interpenetration (stage 3) becomes:
r ¼ 0; for d P wc
cr: ð12Þ
When wc
cr > ecl; the softening process is stable if it is displacement-controlled, since the slope dr/dd at stage 2 is negative,

Fig. 8a. When wc
cr ¼ ecl; this elementary model predicts an infinite slope and a sudden drop in the load bearing capacity under

displacement-control, Fig. 8b. Finally, when wc
cr < ecl; the slope dr/dd of the softening branch becomes positive (snap-back),

and a negative jump occurs like that shown in Fig. 8c, if the loading process is controlled by means of the crack opening dis-
placement. Rearranging Eq. (11), we obtain:
d ¼ wc
cr þ r l

E
�wc

cr

rc

� �
: ð13Þ
The same conditions just obtained from a geometrical point of view, Fig. 8, may also be given by the analytical derivation of
Eq. (13). Normal softening occurs for dd/dr < 0, i.e. for
l
E
�wc

cr

rc
< 0; ð14Þ
whereas catastrophical softening (snap-back) occurs for dd/dr P 0:
l
E
�wc

cr

rc
P 0: ð15Þ
Eq. (15) may be rearranged as follows:
ðwc
cr=2bÞ

ecðl=bÞ 6
1
2
; ð16Þ



Fig. 8. Stress–displacement response of a specimen in compression.
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where b is the specimen width. The ratio ðwc
cr=2bÞ is dimensionless and is a function of the material properties and of the

structural size:
sc
E ¼

wc
cr

2b
¼ GC

rcb
; ð17Þ
where GC ¼ 1
2 rcwc

cr is the crushing energy. The energy brittleness number in compression, sc
E, analogous to that proposed by

Carpinteri in 1984 [31] for cohesive crack propagation in tension, describes the scale effects typical of Fracture Mechanics,
i.e. the ductile-brittle transition when the size-scale increases. Eq. (16) may be rewritten in the following form:
sc
E

eck
6

1
2
; ð18Þ
where k = l/b is the specimen slenderness.
Therefore, when the size-scale and the specimen slenderness are relatively large and the crushing energy relatively low,

the global structural behaviour becomes brittle. The single values of parameters sc
E, ec and k are not responsible for the global

brittleness or ductility of the structure considered, but only their combination B ¼ sc
E=eck.

5. Fractal Overlapping Crack Model

The proposed Overlapping Crack Model represents a significant contribution in the definition of a compression constitutive
law independent of the structural size. On the other hand, the physical quantities of the overlapping law are affected them-
selves by scale-effects. Experimental tests carried out over large scale ranges, in fact, put into evidence that the compression
strength is a decreasing function of the specimen size (see [44,45]). Analogously, the dissipated energy density decreases by
increasing the specimen size (see [46]). In this regard, the assumption of the Overlapping Crack Model that the energy dissi-
pation takes place over a surface is close to the reality, although representing a simplification of a more complex mechanism.
A dissipation within a multiscale or fractal domain is more consistent with the crushing failure. A theoretical explanation to
this phenomenon has been proposed by Carpinteri and Pugno [26,27] and Carpinteri et al. [28] by considering the fragmen-
tation and comminution phenomena. According to their approach, the dissipated energy is proportional to the total surface
area of fragments since it is dissipated by friction between the fragment surfaces and in the production of new free surfaces.
The most appropriate probability density function of the fragment size, that can be experimentally obtained by a statistical
analysis of the fragment dimensions, presents a fractal form, due to the fact that fragments usually appear geometrically self-
similar at each observation scale [47]. As a result, the energy dissipation does not occur within a volume, rather than in a
fractal domain of dimension comprised between those of a surface and a volume.

In this section, the fractal approach previously presented for the tensile behaviour, will be used to obtain a scale-indepen-
dent fractal overlapping law from the experimental tests carried out by Ferrara and Gobbi [5], and shown in Fig. 5a, and b. In
the sequel, the size effects on the compression strength are not considered, since this mechanical property presents a sta-
tistical dispersion, but not a clear trend. As a consequence, the exponent dr in Eq. (2) is taken equal to 0, and, therefore,
Eq. (6) becomes the following:
de þ dG ¼ 1: ð19Þ
The exponent of the power law representing the scale-effect on the nominal crushing energy, dG, can be evaluated from
the experimental results. The values of the crushing energy corresponding to different specimen sizes and slendernesses,
have been evaluated from the stress–displacement curves shown in Fig. 5c, and they are plotted in the bi-logarithmic dia-
gram in Fig. 9, as a function of the specimen length, l. It is evident that the surface crushing energy increases by increasing
the specimen size. The slope of the linear regression, equal to 0.27, corresponds to the exponent dG of the power law in Eq.
(4). In this case, the physical meaning reveals that, actually, the energy dissipation takes place on a fractal domain of dimen-
sion 2.27. By applying the renormalization procedure proposed by Wilson [48], it is also possible to obtain a constant (renor-



Fig. 9. Size effect on the crushing energy (experimental tests by Ferrara and Gobbi [5]).
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malized) crushing energy, G�C, equal to 5.47 N/mm1.27, which corresponds to the area under the r� vs. e* softening curve. At
the same time, the value of the exponent de equal to 0.73, according to Eq. (19), means that the deformation is neither local-
ized in a single section nor uniformly distributed over the length of the specimen. We assume, on the other hand, that the
strain field presents a fractal pattern, the fractal strain, e*, assuming the anomalous dimensions of mm/mm0.27. The obtained
scale-independent (fractal) overlapping law is shown in Fig. 5d in terms of nondimensional stress vs. fractal strain. As ex-
pected, a closer distribution of the different curves, with respect to the overlapping laws shown in Fig. 5c, is obtained.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The behaviour of concrete in compression is strongly characterized by the microstructural disorder, which determines
strain and dissipated energy localization in the post-peak softening regime. Based on the macroscale analogies with the ten-
sile behaviour, the Overlapping Crack Model has been proposed. This new model assumes a simplified idealization of the more
complex crushing failure, and can be easily applied for structural analysis, as, for example, in the evaluation of the size-scale
effects on the rotational capacity of reinforced concrete beams in bending (see [49]).

On the other hand, fractal geometry permits to give a unified explanation to the size effects on the tensile and compres-
sion properties of quasibrittle materials, otherwise impossible to obtain. Both fractal cohesive and fractal overlapping laws
shown in Figs. 2d, 3d and 5d clearly prove the validity of the fractal approach for a more general interpretation of size effects.
Obviously, this approach is rather difficult to use in calculation due to the fact that noninteger, anomalous dimensions are
assumed for the mechanical parameters.

Finally, it is worth noting that the proposed fractal approach is valid only in a limited scale range. At larger scales, in fact,
the disorder and its influence onto the mechanical properties seem to diminish. While self-similar fractal sets cannot catch
this trend, the self-affine fractals can. The scaling laws previously derived (Eqs. (2), (4), and (5)) have been extended to self-
affinity, leading to the definition of the Multifractal Scaling Laws for tensile strength, fracture energy [16,50,51] and, more
recently, critical displacement [18–20].
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